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LÍNEAS DE TRABAJO

Forest resources mobilization
We carry out professional forest management at the service of
people and entities that seek to generate value with their forests.
From forest planning to the sale of products and services, we take
care of everything so that the forests produce income, are well
maintained and meet the expectations set out in a management
plan.

We apply a silviculture oriented to improve in each intervention
the quality of the wood, the promotion of other resources and
their protection against fires and other risks. Facing abandonment
we offer a sustainable and close management. We are endorsed
by more than 15,000 hectares under our management of forests
of different sizes, characteristics and regions.

GESTIÓN DE MONTES

In addition to the integrated management of

forests, we deal with silvicultural interventions
and custom forestry work. We have extensive
experience in marking trees, especially those
linked to a forest oriented to elite trees to
generate stands of high value, both in conifers
and hardwoods.

+
We project and manage forestry works such as
plantations, track openings, forest treatments
and other actions, also providing formulas for
financing investments through the
management of aid applications.

than

15.000 ha managed

From private forest owners and societies

GESTIÓN DE MONTES

Integral forest management
Service that allows the owner to delegate the management to a specialized company
such as Agresta according to a management plan and an agreed framework, with
different contract models according to the needs and interests of the property.

Harvesting and commercialization
Organization and management of the harvesting, looking for the best conditions of
sale for each product and facilitating positive agreements for the owner.

LÍNEAS DE TRABAJO

Tree marking and valuation
Marking trees is a fundamental operation prior to harvesting, on whose
performance the price of wood and the future of the stand depend. We carry out
high-level technical marking accompanied by timber valuation reports.

Plantations and forestry works
We project and manage actions to maintain a forest in suitable conditions of
growth and works of prevention of forest fires, as well as new infrastructures and
plantations.

LÍNEAS DE TRABAJO

